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Motivation
Why do we need certification?



Motivation
Why do we need certification of ASAM OpenX standards

To ensure a high level of quality and consistency across the entire ecosystem of tools and systems

From industry development perspective

- Improving the utility of scenario-based validation
- In turn fosters

greater interoperability and collaboration
among tool vendors, sys integrator, and end 

users

The adoption and use of ASAM OpenX standards

From technical point of view

- Data libraries are complete and accurate
- Tools can effectively use these data
- Evaluation methods can be ported across 
different tools and platforms

Market needs: providing a standardized approach to certification

- Address China-specific requirements development & systems/tools application.
- Help to promote greater efficiency, innovation, and competitiveness in the automotive industry
- Expands globally



Objectives
What we want to achieve



Objectives
Promote the ASAM OpenX application, improve the practice of scenario-based validation

- Establishing a common framework for certification
ASAM OpenX standards can be used with confidence across a wide range of applications and industries.

- Provides a rigorous process for verifying
Implementations of ASAM OpenX standards meet the required quality and consistency standards

Increased Marketability for OEM/Tier1:
Highlight the chance for companies to stick out of the crowd by having certified 

repositories a competitive advantage in the market

Access to New Business: 
Open up new markets, as assurance to 
potential customers 

Reduced Costs: 
By reducing the custom’s integration 
and testing

Improved Reputation: 
By demonstrating their commitment to 
quality and customer satisfaction

Future-proofing:
Continually design products and 
services to meet achieved certification

Business Benefits
and Objectives

Technical Benefits
and Objectives

Improved Quality: 
meet the ASAM standards quality needs, with consistent performance and reliable 

results
improve the quality of available data repositories

Agreement on criteria:
To qualify certain repositories for 
certain use cases

Interoperability: 
Provide with a means to test before 
delivery. P&S from diff vendors 
supporting without compatibility issues

Reduced Risk: 
When introduce new 
standards,assurance of independent 
tests;Extensibility for function iteration on 
specific logic update

Improved Collaboration:
BTW diff vendors, as common language 
and framework for communication & 
integration



Objectives
Cooperation of C-ASAM, ASAM, CATARC, and Huacheng Certificate 

ASAM and C-ASAM do not intend to provide certification by themselves
but assisting the involved parties in setting up a process

Step1： ASAM OpenDRIVE 1.X
Step2： ASAM  OpenSCENARIO 1.X

CATARC
Provide third-party certification testing services

Certification Engineer / Environment Construction /
Certification tool development / certification report issuance

Huacheng Certificate
Launched in the Chinese market first

After the business matures, gradually expand to the 
international scope

ASAM

Technical support and certification 
ability confirmation

OEM / Tier1
Based on China market

Certification requirements for simulation 
standardized scene libraries

Propose certification 
requirements

Certificate Authorization

Technical requirements 
for certification testing

Certification test report

Recognition of 
Certification Test Ability

Scenario database UT

Format checking Comprehensive 
Evaluation

Checking by scenario
environment elements

- Huge demand for verification of 
Scenario-based on China market 

- High recognition of Chinese 
customers for the ASAM OpenX 
series standards

- Introduce landing business for 
scene library quality certification



Solution
How we will achieve our objectives



Overall concept
Data flow for checking the ASAM OpenDRIVE Library
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Quality assurance procedure Goals:
- no infringement of IP, copyrights, ownership etc.
- no manipulation of test results
- trustworthy results by a credible and trusted process



Checker tool structure Goals:
- Maturity
- Various level of testing
- Extensibility



Results
What we have achieved



Results Stage 1: Formal Validation—XML syntax verification

Example：

verification results：

- XML format and XML syntax check
Whether the XML syntax of the file is correct



Verification results：

Results Stage 1: Formal Validation—XML syntax verification



Results Stage 2: Data Consistency and use-case specific tests for ASAM OpenDRIVE



Results Stage 2: Data Consistency Check — Road reference lines: Primitives

Create a DOM tree by parsing the OpenDRIVE file,
then extract all of the "road" nodes from it.

A "road" is made up of many "road reference line" segments.

According to its structure, each "road" is divided into a number of 
segments of road reference lines,

from which the starting location coordinate of the "road coordinate 
system" and the "absolute coordinate system," starting coordinates, 
start direction, and length value are extracted.

Code：



Code：

Verify that the two road reference lines next to each other are connected and continuous.

Check the following in accordance with the previous road reference line's shape (line, arc, or spiral):
- whether it is continuous by comparing the starting coordinates of the subsequent segment to the end coordinates of the previous segment
- whether it is smooth by comparing the curvature of the subsequent segment's beginning curvature to the curvature of the previous segment's end point.

Results Stage 2: Data Consistency Check — Road reference lines: Primitives



Example

Verification results：

Continuous splicing is impossible because the succeeding segment's starting 
coordinates is greater than the differ threshold.

Results Stage 2: Data Consistency Check — Road reference lines: Primitives



Example

Verification results：

Continuous splicing is impossible because the succeeding segment's starting 
coordinates is greater than the differ threshold.

The succeeding segment's starting curvature is incorrect, making a 
smooth splicing impossible.

Results Stage 2: Data Consistency Check — Road reference lines: Primitives



Results Stage 2: Data Consistency Check — Road reference lines: Primitives
- The results can be output in a report file automatically
- Outputting the specific location where discontinuous or not smooth occurs
- Continuity and smoothness threshold settings proposal by user defined



Results Stage 2: Data Consistency Check — Road reference lines: Elevation
- Since ‘s’ does not change by the elevation value, it is unnecessary to consider the length of the road when check the elevation
- Only the continuity and smoothness of the elevation in the longitudinal segment along the road direction.



Results Stage 2: Data Consistency Check — Road reference lines: Elevation
- Modifying the evaluation value, and the errors are reported with ID.
（slope needs to be considered，thd e.g.1%）also user defined



Results Stage 2: Data Consistency Check — Road reference lines: Super-elevation check

- Super-elevation is defined as the slope angle of the road along the t direction
- It is necessary to verify whether the slope angles of two adjacent segments are the same.



Results Stage 2: Data Consistency Check — Road and Lane links

code：

- To check the existence of the predecessor and successor
- There is no Direction in the Lane attribute.



Results Stage 2: Data Consistency Check — Road and Lane links
Example：

Verification results：



Next steps
We are not yet done…



Next steps

Technical goals to achieve in the future
- OpenDrive --> SCENARIO 
- Standardization, formalization with Customization
- Automated result return, compression and decoding

To complete the first certificate phase
- Use case for functions
- Checking codes integration with executable installation locally;
- Automated inspection and report generation;
- Analysis report templates based on mandatory and user-defined 
inspections

Example: Use case— Highway Pilot in China

To check:
- Road curvature allowed by China: 
In plain and hilly areas, curve radius of HW curve is >= 650 meters
- lane slope:
The maximum slope of expressways is 5%, and the recommended 
maximum slope in snowy and cold areas is<= 6%.
- lane width: 3.75m in China, with continuity and smooth checking

Translate into a competitive advantage for 
OEM and vendors who offer certified P&S

ASAM members worldwide benefit
from the certificate activities

Demonstrating compliance with ASAM standards 

Improving brand recognition

Enhancing customer trust

Encouraging innovation



Next steps: Tool Development

2023 Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug

Data Consistency

Typical Use Case

Codes Integration

Result Encryption and 
Return

UI and Operation 

Documentation



Timeline for introducing the certification in the Chinese market

2023 Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Tool Development

ASAM Approval

Three Parties Business 
Agreement

Application  to China 
Certification Inspection 
Bureau

Introducing to Customer 
Certification Business Trial Operation

(China OEM firstly)



Dr. Mian DAI
Technical Director of Intelligent and connected technology Co.,LTd.,
CATARC, China
email: daimian@catarc.ac.cn

Thank you for your attention!
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